Hell March Code: “We Human Raze being banished from Planet Earth by the opponent.”
In name of The Human opposite, that are those we Humans kill & Consume, we Total Specie Human Raze are considered as the biggest parasites of the entire
planet Earth & because of pure brutality we Official being Banished of Planet Earth. And that will many are one whit the packed of the Humans: We Human Raze
are against all parasite infections, those Humans who not follow the Packed can find the Death. Now the Counterparty’s consider us: “The Human Raze” as the
biggest parasite infection of planet Earth. The opponent Is being represented by Honourleaderprince Azazel, Honour leader of the incessant, who is head of
Azazels Chemistry Club who have the power & the possibilities to change Practicum on zoom level 10 to the power of -19 meter compared with the power of
Humans what is to change Practicum on a zoom level of 10 to the power of -9 & that has the results that the opposite is more than 2.1 time so strong.
Azazel Chemistry Club is behind the invention & existence of CORVID 19 Virus & revolved Virus Family so as CLUSTER 5. It is the realisation of the
punishment to be banished from Planet Earth as Three Brained Specie Human Raze. Now I inform the entire Human Raze the claim of the counterparty: All
Humans got to stop for the fully 100% Killing of Alphas & for the fully 100% Stop consuming Alpha's. If we do not do not realise obedience, it means then for the
fully 100% Human population banishment of Planet Earth! And against a 2.1 stronger opponent we make total no change fighting on other methods then to obey
the counterparty there Claim. And God Johannes inform the world that in his law book stand the law: All received one live, nobody may take one, this he informed
us count for a infinity amount of construction and for a infinity time period and in name God Johannes you must understand that the worst you can overcome is
that you will be brought to Death and after being consumed and by agreeing that with all three brains per Humans, Humans may not do there worst fair to others.
For secured reason to project the Human Raze step with maximal amount in the reserve sterilisation bunkers, & make sure before you close Bunkers that the status
of the bunkers are is 100% vegetarian. All then, good Luck to ensure on best methods the existence in further future of the Human Raze from inside the bunkers.
Humans this is the true story what has overcome us, all be maximal Moral & Ensure that on this planet Earth that we obey & realize the Claim of the counterparty
by the maximal collaboration of all Human Raze population together.
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